Course Outcomes of BBA-LLB (Integrated)

BBA.LLB(Int) Semester I

BBA.LLB 101- Legal Method
- Have an elementary understanding of the debates around the nature of law.
- Be able to distinguish between the major kinds of law, legal systems and institutions.
- Understand the structure of the legal institutions and the hierarchy of courts in India

BBA.LLB 103- Law of Contract-I
- Define, distinguish and apply the basic concepts and terminology of the law of contract.
- Define and distinguish amongst the various processes involved in contract formation.
- Identify the relevant legal issues that arises on a given set of facts in the area of contract law

BBA.LLB 105- Legal English and Communication Skills
- Scan complex legal texts. Summarize information and reconstruct arguments in a coherent presentation.
- Produce organized and coherent communications and essays with clear paragraphs and appropriate methods for introducing and concluding.
- Produce well-supported communications and essays using different patterns of development taking into consideration purpose and audience.

BBA.LLB 109- Managerial Economics
- To orient students to take decisions in dynamic, economic business environment.
- To gain comprehensive understanding of concepts and applications of Consumer Choice and Production Decision.

BBA.LLB 113- Principles of Management
- To help students develop an understanding of application of management principles, functions.
- develop requisite skills for client and work place management
BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester II

BBA.LLB 102- Legal Method-II
- Identify the relevant legal issues that arise on a given set of facts in the area of contract law.
- Select and apply a range of approaches to written communication, and apply the critical thinking required to bring about creative solutions to complex legal problems in the area of contract law.

BBA.LLB 104 - Law of Torts and Consumer Protection
- To study the principles of Tortuous liability. The defenses available in an action for torts, the capacity of parties to sue and be sued and matters connection there with.
- To study and evaluate the specific torts against the individual and property. With rapid industrialization, inadequacy of the law to protect the individual is exposed.

BBA.LLB 114- Financial Management
- To acquaint the students with the overall framework of financial decision-making in a business unit.
- Assess the capital structure of a firm and state its impact on firm’s profitability.

BBA.LLB 116- Organizational Behavior
- Analyze the organizational behaviour concepts, and correlate organizational behavior concepts with individual and group behavior.
- Evaluate personality types, perception and learning process on human behavior

BBA.LLB 118- Marketing Management
- Explain the core concepts of marketing and the goals of the Marketing function.
- Recommend suitable product, pricing, distribution and Marketing Communication strategies for a brand to achieve the Marketing objective.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester III

BBA.LLB 201- Family Law-I
- Students studying family law learn about basic concepts like marriage, divorce, parental custody, domestic abuse and children’s rights.
- Students will gain skills of thinking, analysis, written and verbal presentation of ideas of argument

BBA.LLB 203- Constitutional Law-I
- Understand and describe areas of criminal justice, law and society through a critical analysis of the subject.
- Analyze lacunas within the criminal justice system and suggest the amendments have to make to provide the justice according to the changing needs of the society.
BBA.LLB 205- Law of Crimes-I
- Summarize the process of judicial review and identify criteria used by courts to evaluate the constitutionality of criminal law of India.
- Identify and synthesize social theory about crime, justice, and social deviance and explain and address various obstacles and barriers experienced by individuals before, during, and after internment

BBA.LLB 213- Business Environment Ethical Practices
- Understand and analyze various political, technological and economic environments in the business.
- Evaluate the major factors which affect the business

BBA.LLB 215- Human Resource Management
- Develop an overview on various functions and processes of human resource management.
- Identify the human resource needs of an organization and plan accordingly

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester IV

BBA.LLB 202- Family Law-II
- Family law examines and compares personal laws.
- Students will gain skills of thinking, analysis, written and verbal presentation of ideas of argument.

BBA.LLB 204- Constitutional Law-II
- The fundamental rights and the procedure for compliance of fundamental rights and Writ jurisdiction of Supreme Court and high court under Article 32 and 226.
- The duty of state and inter- relationship between fundamental rights and directive principles

BBA.LLB 206- Law of Crimes-II
- Demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the aspects of criminal justice, or law and its relationship to larger social issues.
- Identify, explain and apply the principles of criminal law covered in the course

BBA.LLB 208-Administrative Law
- Analyze and predict how unresolved or ambiguous administrative law questions could be resolved by the courts through an analysis of case law and the judicial method.
- Identify, explain and apply the principles of administrative law covered in the course.
BBA.LLB 214- Strategic Management

- Develop comprehensive understanding of different Information systems.
- Differentiate between Information system at different level of the management of decision making.
- Create and manipulate database for speedy retrieval of data.
- Exhibit the role and concept of databases in information systems.
- Analyze alternative information systems using cost benefit analysis.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester V

BBA.LLB 301- Environmental Studies and Environmental Laws

- Develop the capacity to identify new law and apply existing law in the rapidly evolving legal context for environmental law.
- Understand in depth knowledge of the specialist area of environmental law and associated disciplinary areas.

BBA.LLB 303- Law of Evidence

- Analyze and define the concept and general nature of evidence, and illustrate the different types of evidence and court procedures relating to evidence.
- Analyze the rule relating to relevance of evidence and admissibility of evidence before the court.

BBA.LLB 305- Corporate Law

- Explain the concepts in business laws with respect to foreign trade.
- Analyse the principle of international business and strategies adopted by firms to expand globally.

BBA.LLB 307- Code of Civil Procedure

- To Know the detail procedure for redressal of civil rights.
- Students will be able to recognize and address issues that arise in Civil Procedure that implicate relevant ethical, moral, and religious principles.

BBA.LLB 309- Alternative Dispute Resolution

- Balancing theoretical and practical concerns, the principal areas of discourse and practice that the student will come to understand are the processes of negotiation and mediation.
- Students to adopt a comparative approach, drawing on the experiences of many societies and jurisdictions.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester VI

BBA.LLB 302- Jurisprudence

- Engage in identification, articulation and critical evaluation of legal theory and the implications for policy.
- Demonstrate an advanced and integrated understanding of the political, social, historical, philosophical, and economic context of law.
BBA.LLB 304- International Law

- Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the international rights framework, its origins and justifying theories;
- Demonstrate capacity to assess how specific human rights may be asserted, enforced or violated;

BBA.LLB 306- Property Law

- Skill to understand the concept of intellectual property rights.
- Develops procedural knowledge to Legal System and solving the problem relating to intellectual property rights

BBA.LLB 308- Investment and Competition Law

- Practice case analyses and evaluation of corporate conduct.
- Explain the economic, legal, and ethical implications of fraudulent behavior in financial markets.

BBA.LLB 310- Code of Criminal Procedure

- The system of criminal prosecution in India: who prosecutes; Process to Compel Appearance of Person, Process to Compel Production of Things, Right to speedy trial etc.
- The legal rules relating to arrest and bail under the Criminal Procedure Act, The rights of arrested persons and to apply such rules in a factual scenario.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester VI

BBA.LLB 401- Labour Law-I

- Development and the judicial setup of Labour Laws.
- The laws relating to Industrial Relations, Working conditions and also learns the enquiry procedural and industrial discipline.

BBA.LLB 403- Tax Law

- Identify, define, and resolve tax issues through their understanding, knowledge and application.
- Explain different types of incomes and their taxability and expenses and their Deductibility.

BBA.LLB 405- Law and Emerging Technologies

- Explain, distinguish and apply the fundamental legal principles of information technology law covered in the course.
- Select and apply a range of approaches to written and oral communication, and apply the critical thinking required to bring about solutions to complex legal problems in the area of information technology law.

BBA.LLB 407- Human Rights

- Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the international human rights framework, its origins and justifying theories;
- Critically evaluate the relationship between international and domestic law on human rights
BBA.LLB 409- Women and Law
- Organizes awareness, skill training and capacity building programmes to different classes of women and men.
- Provides consultancy to Identify and discuss issues related to women and child development and inculcates entrepreneurial spirit among the girls.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester VII

BBA.LLB 402- Intellectual Property Rights
- The concept of intellectual property rights: copyright laws.
- Legal system and solving the problem relating to intellectual property rights.

BBA.LLB 404- Labour Law-II
- Resolve the labour welfare problems and students will learn the laws relating to Industrial Relations.
- Social Security, private sector wages problems.

BBA.LLB 406- Interpretation of Statutes
- What are the matters to be reckoned with by legislature while enacting laws?
- Understand and analyze the judicial interpretation, construction of words, phrases and expressions.

BBA.LLB 408- International Trade Law
- The course relies predominantly on a standard collection international trade models to understand the motivations behind modern trade policies.
- It focuses on analyzing the gains from trade, the changing patterns of trade, the income distributional consequences of liberalizing foreign trade, the relationship between trade, investment, and economic growth.

BBA.LLB 410- Election Law
- Understand and identify the importance of election in democratic country.
- To suggest reformation in present election law and procedure.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester IX

BBA.LLB 501- Legal Ethics and Court Crafts
- To understand and apply the professional ethics and ethical standard of the legal profession.
- To know and evaluate the key themes in professional ethics, in order to give them an insight into moral decision making in the legal profession.

BBA.LLB 503- Drafting, Pleading and Conveyancing
- To train students in the art of drafting both for court purposes as well as for other legal forums.
- To Understand Fundamental Rules of Pleadings.
BBA.LLB 505-Land and Real Estate Laws
- Identify and describe the revenue board courts and its function for appeal revision and review.
- Demonstrate an understanding of the necessary professional skills of urbanization including analytical skills.

BBA.LLB 507- Socio-Economic Offences
- Demonstrate familiarity with the various definitions of socio economic offences.
- Explain the rationales or explanation for the committing of socio economic offences.

BBA.LLB 509- Socio-Legal Dimensions of Gender
- Organizes awareness, skill training and capacity building programmes to different classes of women and men.
- Provides consultancy to identify and discuss issues related to LGBT Community, Prostitution and Trafficking.

BBA.LLB (Int.) Semester X

BBA.LLB 502-Dissertation
- Identify key research questions within the field of Demography on which you will carry out independent research.
- Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of report writing.

BBA.LLB 504- Internship
- the work done by the candidate as recorded in his/her daily diary along with a consolidated internship report would be evaluated by a Board of examiners consisting of Dean, an External Examiner, one faculty member nominated by APC and the supervisor concerned.